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ABSTRACT
In this paper we introduce the Data and Learning Hub for
Science (DLHub). DLHub serves as a nexus for publishing,
sharing, discovering, and reusing machine learning models.
It provides a flexible publication platform that enables researchers to describe and deposit models by associating publication and model-specific metadata and assigning a persistent
identifier for subsequent citation. DLHub also supports scalable model inference, allowing researchers to execute inference
tasks using a distributed execution engine, containerized models, and Kubernetes. Here we describe DLHub and present
four scientific use cases that illustrate how DLHub can be
used to reliably, efficiently, and scalably integrate ML into
scientific processes.

1

INTRODUCTION

Rapid growth in the volumes and variety of observational
data and simulation output, plus the emergence of new data
analysis methods, such as those based on various forms of
deep learning, are producing remarkable new approaches to
science. For example, researchers are using such methods to
develop low-cost surrogates for expensive models [20], detect
extreme events in datasets [21, 22], and inform real-time
experimentation [30]. Machine learning (ML) models provide a low-cost and efficient tool to rapidly evaluate a search
space, identify new experimental candidates, and process
large swaths of data with high degrees of accuracy. The potentially revolutionary advantages of incorporating ML in the
scientific process is driving the need to facilitate model-in-theloop research. The model-in-the-loop paradigm is increasingly
necessary to make large scale scientific discovery both practical and affordable. However, there is a general lack of support
for deploying models for both low latency and high-assurance
inference, capable of serving sporadic scientific demands.
Instead, many researchers resort to ad-hoc solutions, wrapping their models in custom Web services [8, 18] and repurpose code repositories for dissemination [27]. These custom
solutions are both time consuming to create and error prone
to operate. As ML becomes increasingly pervasive throughout
almost the entirety of scientific fields, the enormous aggregate
effort spent developing and operating these services in turn
spirals out of control.
In addition, the widespread use, comparative study, and
evolution of new ML methods is hindered by practical obstacles such as inaccessible code and data, inconsistent data
formats, lack of documentation concerning implementation
approaches, and steep learning curves for associated tools.
DOI: 10.1145/3332186.3332246

The models and methods themselves may not be easily accessed, understood, or applied. An unfortunate consequence
of these various difficulties is that a researcher who reads
about a new method in a journal article can rarely apply
that method to new data or adapt the method for a new
purpose. In addition, scientific research presents a number
of unique requirements that are not necessarily applicable
in other domains. For example, it is important to associate
citation information, provenance, and usage tracking with
models such that researchers are given credit for their work.
We argue that these obstacles to scientific progress can
be overcome by establishing a Data and Learning Hub for
Science (DLHub) [15] that serves as a connection point between providers of data analysis and modeling methods and
associated data, on the one hand, and consumers of those
methods and data. For providers, DLHub makes it easy to
package up and publish individual data processing models,
pipelines linking multiple such models, and data used to test
and train such models and pipelines. For consumers, DLHub
makes it easy to discover previously published models, access
associated test and training data, run models on both test
data and new data, and adapt models for new purposes.
While other model repositories [6] and serving technologies [16, 24] have been developed, they fail to meet the need
to facilitate the publication and dissemination of ML advancements within the scientific community. Instead, serving
platforms focus on large scale serving for production use in
business operations, such as recommendation systems for
online shopping, while model repositories enable users to
download and run models locally. DLHub provides a nexus
for ML researchers. Enabling them to publish, find, and use
models by combining rich cataloging capabilities, fine-grained
access control, and high performance serving capabilities
along with the necessary computing infrastructure required
to use models and incorporate them in model-in-the-loop
research pipelines.
In the remainder of this paper, we first describe DLHub,
focusing on its architecture and capabilities, and briefly evaluate DLHub’s serving performance. We then outline four
scientific use cases that illustrate how DLHub is currently
used in practice. Finally, we summarize our experiences.

2

DATA AND LEARNING HUB FOR
SCIENCE

DLHub is comprised of two core components: a model repository and model serving system. DLHub’s model repository
allows users to publish, cite, discover, and reuse ML models
from a variety of domains. DLHub collects rich metadata
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and combines search capabilities to enable users to discover,
access, and use published models. We leverage standard
metadata schemas to describe models including, common
publication metadata (e.g., author, title, date), descriptive
ML metadata (e.g., model type), and performance metadata
(e.g., accuracy when applied to common benchmarks). Model
metadata is stored in a flexible search index, built on Globus
Search [10], that allows users to query across all registered
metadata. DLHub also allows users to associate a persistent
identifier with a published model such that it can be cited
by other researchers.
Each model published into DLHub is dynamically converted into a servable—an executable container that implements DLHub’s standard execution interface. These containers include all of the dependencies necessary to both invoke
the model as well as enable DLHub to serve the model for
on-demand inference. DLHub’s serving infrastructure provides a low-latency and scalable means of deploying and
invoking models using elastic computing infrastructure. This
serving infrastructure is built upon Parsl [12] and Kubernetes.
When users submit inference requests, DLHub uses Parsl to
provision execution containers on Kubernetes dynamically.
Each container includes a Parsl worker that DLHub subsequently uses to manage the execution of inference tasks in
that container.

2.1

Interfaces

DLHub implements Python SDK and CLI interfaces to make
it easy for model practitioners to publish, share, and invoke
models on-demand. Figure 1 illustrates the use of the SDK
to assemble a description of a model, publish the model in
DLHub, and invoke the model using an example from the
CANDLE project [31]. Both the SDK and CLI provide a
collection of helper functions to support the description of
models. Our basic approach is to generate as much metadata as possible and require users only complete templates
or particular metadata values. DLHub provides rich search
capabilities that enable the discovery of accessible models
using free-text and structured queries. Having discovered a
model, users can easily invoke the model by using the SDK to
marshal input data and call the model’s run function. DLHub
applies a fine grain access control model and tracks access
and usage on a per-modal basis. This allows researchers to
share models with a select group of users, or publicly if they
desire. The search index enforces these permissions thereby
restricting discovery to only those users permitted to view a
model.

2.2

Model Definitions

Each servable is defined by a schema that captures its provenance, computational environment, and its interface. Our
design for creating the schema was guided by two goals (1)
maximizing reuse of existing data models, and (2) minimizing
the learning curve for scientists unfamiliar with schemas. The
servable definitions both make the servable discoverable and
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provide a recipe for the DLHub serving infrastructure to
instantiate the servable.
We employ the DataCite [28] metadata schema to describe
the provenance of each servable. The DataCite schema allows
for capturing the authors, a human-understandable description of the application, and links to related artifacts (e.g.,
publications describing the model, training datasets).
The computational environment is described by the software dependencies and files required to execute a servable.
Software dependencies are captured either by a user listing
the Python package dependencies in the schema, or listing
repo2docker [5] configuration files as dependencies. Files required by a servable are stored in the schema in a dictionary
as named files for those with a specific purpose (e.g., the
weights file of a Keras model) or simply must be present in
the environment (e.g., license information).
The interface description portion of the DLHub schema
includes information needed for humans to understand model
inputs/outputs, and for the DLHub web service to correctly
invoke the servable. The servable definition starts with the
type of function being served (e.g., a Python class method)
and information needed to load configuration files from disk
(e.g., serialization method for a scikit-learn model). Each
method supplied by the servable is defined by a humanfriendly free-form description and a controlled description
of the data types using a JSON-schema-like definition. The
method descriptions may also include information needed by
DLHub to construct the servable (e.g., module and name of
Python function).
Much of the information in the servable definition can be
extracted automatically. For example, the types and shapes of
the input arrays to a Keras Model are stored within the HDF5
model file saved by Keras. As shown in Figure 1, the DLHub
SDK reads all of this information from the HDF5 file so that
creating the minimal servable metadata needed for a Keras
model requires only 3 lines of code. We have built similar tools
around generated DataCite-compatible metadata, defining
the computational environment, and for describing different
types of servables (e.g., TensorFlow, Scikit-Learn).

2.3

Publishing Servables

The metadata and files that comprise a servable can be
published on DLHub via several routes. The most common
method is to send the data to DLHub via HTTPS. During
publication, the DLHub SDK packages all of the files listed
in the servable description and sends them to the DLHub
Web Service as a compressed archive. The web service then
generates a servable according to the recipe defined in the
servable description. First, a Docker container is created in
accordance to the repo2docker files included in the servable
description and is populated with the files included by the
user. The container is then supplied with a "shim" appropriate
to the type of servable (e.g., Keras Model) that is used to
generate a Python object with all of the methods described
in the servable description that can be invoked by the DLHub
executor. The container is then published to Amazon Elastic
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Figure 1: Illustrative uses of DLHub Python APIs, here used to (1) assemble a description of a model, with relevant metadata;
(2) publish the new model to DLHub; and (3) invoke the published model.
Container Registry (ECR), where it readily-accessible by any
of the task manages. DLHub will be soon extended to accept
large models by downloading them via HTTP (e.g., from
Amazon S3) or transfering them from Globus endpoints.
DLHub also provides a GitHub-based workflow for publishing models. In this model, users simply construct a GitHub
repository with a set of JSON-based metadata files. These
metadata files require only the standard DLHub servable
description to be saved in the root directory. Users may then
choose to register the repository in DLHub for subsequent
use. DLHub uses repo2docker to construct the servable and
follows the same registration process as described above.

2.4

Managing model serving

Figure 2 shows how DLHub’s model serving infrastructure
is used to execute inference tasks. DLHub separates the
repository and model serving REST service from the set of
execution resources used for inference. Execution resources
are represented by a DLHub Task Manager that is responsible
for deploying and managing servables deployed on computing
infrastructure. The figure shows how models are served by
connecting Task Managers with the DLHub Management Service via low-latency message queues. These message queues
allow DLHub to transmit inference requests and input data,
or data references, to the Kubernetes-based serving infrastructure. There, requests are routed into the appropriate servable
using one of the available executors. Requests are typically
served through a custom Parsl [12] executor; however, they
can also be served through model-specific execution frameworks: SageMaker and TensorFlow Serving. Parsl provides
a general-purpose method of executing arbitrary models via
a low-latency and reliable execution model, which interfaces
with Kubernetes and manages servable deployments, including scaling replicas. It also implements an inference cache to
improve model inference performance. At present, we have
deployed the Task Manager on a 14-node Kubernetes cluster,
called PetrelKube, hosted at Argonne National Laboratory.

2.5

Security

DLHub’s security model ensures all operations—from publication to inference—are authorized and tracked for auditing
and accountability. DLHub relies on Globus Auth to provide
federated authentication and a common authorization framework. Users can login with one of hundreds of supported
identity providers (e.g., institutions, ORCID, Google). Once
authenticated, the Management Service validates users’ credentials and acquires short-term access tokens to perform
authorized actions on their behalf. For example, the Management Service will use a token to obtain profile information
about a user. It also uses a dependent token to access Globus
Transfer on the user’s behalf, thereby allowing DLHub to
download models and data as requested by users. The DLHub
service is also registered as a Globus Auth resource server
with it’s own scope. This allows developers to build upon
DLHub via secure programmatic invocation of its REST
APIs.
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Figure 2: DLHub architecture. User requests, submitted via
REST, SDK, or CLI (upper left) can result in model publication in the Repository or the dispatch of serving requests to
servables deployed on any computing resources with a Task
Manager interface and appropriate executor(s) (lower right).
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EVALUATION

To evaluate DLHub’s inference architecture we compare the
scalability and latency performance of the two Parsl executors used in DLHub: IPyParallel (IPP) and HighThroughput
(HTEX). The experiments were conducted on Argonne National Laboratory’s PetrelKube, a 14-node Kubernetes cluster.
Each node is equipped with two E5-2670 CPUs, 128GB RAM,
two 300GB hard drives in RAID 1, two 800GB Intel P3700
NVMe SSDs, and 40GbE network interconnection. We use
the IPP and HTEX executors to deploy a “no-op” servable,
which returns “Hello World” when invoked.
To evaluate scalability we measure the completion time
to process 10000 inference requests of the “no-op” servable.
Figure 3 shows the completion time as the number of concurrently deployed servables is increased from 1 to 512. We
observe that IPP has a much longer completion time than
HTEX, and the maximum throughputs (defined as the number of processed tasks per second) for IPP and HTEX are
342 and 1531 tasks per second, respectively. In addition, the
performance of both HTEX and IPP initially improves as
more servables are deployed. However, the benefits diminish
after 8 pods for HTEX and 4 pods for IPP. This is due to
the short execution time of the “no-op” servable. Longer
running servables typically benefit from more pods before
experiencing diminished performance improvements. IPP’s
performance is further degraded with more than 128 pods,
while HTEX’s performance remains consistent even with a
large number of pods. This is because the overheads associated with managing more nodes starts to outweigh the
benefits of improved throughput.

Figure 3: Scaling performance of IPP and HTEX.
We also measure the time for a single inference of the
“no-op” servable using each of the executors to evaluate their
latency properties. Figure 4 shows the latency distribution of
1000 repeated invocations. We observe that IPP has slightly
lower latency for a single inference than HTEX (7 ms on
average for IPP compared to 12 ms on average for HTEX).
In summary, IPP provides a slightly lower latency invocation model than HTEX, but is less scalable than HTEX.

Figure 4: Latency performance of IPP and HTEX.

4

USE CASES

Initial usage of DLHub has focused on use cases at Argonne
National Laboratory and in particular those associated with
data stored in the Materials Data Facility (MDF) [13, 14]. We
briefly highlight four scientific use cases currently supported
by DLHub, including two related to materials science and
one focused on cancer research.

4.1

Band Gap Prediction from Optical Images

A recent publication by Stein et al. [29] presents a model
capable of predicting the material band gap and spectra from
color optical images (64x64 pixels). The work describes a variational autoencoder (VAE) trained on 180,902 optical absorption spectra and optical images prepared via high-throughput
experimental techniques. We analyzed these experimental
absorption spectra using multiple adaptive regression splines
(MARS) to locate the absorption onset to determine the
material band gap. We then trained two models: Model 1) an
autoencoder model implemented in Keras following the Stein
example with latent space of size (100) to encode the optical
images; and Model 2) a random forest regression model implemented in ScikitLearn and trained using the latent space
from Model 1 as inputs and the band gaps determined by
MARS as the outputs.
We have deposited the associated models into DLHub to
encode an input image and output the latent space representation of the image. We have also deposited into DLHub the
random forest regression model that can predict the band gap
of the material given the latent space output. Together, these
models allow researchers to submit an optical image from the
Stein dataset to DLHub, encode the image and retrieve the
latent space representation and subsequently use that output
as input to the random forest regression model to obtain a
predicted band gap. This use case exemplifies the ability for
DLHub to enable researchers to validate published models,
to apply them to their own data, and to build upon them
by incorporating state-of-the-art ML techniques models into
their research flows.
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4.2

Bulk and Shear Moduli Model
Benchmarking

It is typical that for any given materials property, such as
melting point or band gap, there may exist many models in
the literature that claim accurate predictive power. Often,
these models are trained and evaluated on specific materials
datasets, making it exceedingly difficult to effectively compare
models. In addition, when these models are presented in
literature, it is common for them to be discussed with regard
to their model implementation or architecture, training sets,
and their performance on a defined test set, yet rare for the
trained model to be made publicly available. This makes it
difficult to compare and contrast their capabilities.
DLHub provides a valuable tool for disseminating ML
findings. Not only can authors publish their models and
receive an associated persistent identifier they can include in
their manuscripts, they can also share the model with others
through the service. In addition, DLHub enables the direct
comparison of models that perform similar tasks.
Figure 5 shows a direct comparison of different models
derived from the literature. In particular, we examine the
work from De Jong et al. [17] to predict the bulk and shear
moduli from learned Hölder means descriptors. Similarly, we
trained five models using different methods: linear regression, random forest regression, ridge regression, extra trees
regression, gradient boosting, and an ensemble model. In
this case, the ensemble model was the mean of each of the
top 3 performing models (random forest regression, extra
trees regression, and gradient boosting) by the validation
mean absolute error. We use DLHub to deploy each of these
models and then a simple Python script to invoke each model
with the same input data and record their predictions. The
figure demonstrates the different capabilities of the models,
and enables users to make informed decisions regarding their
accuracy. In addition, this example also shows that DLHub
provides a novel means for performing ensemble predictions
across multiple models.

4.3
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Publication of Cancer Research Models

The Cancer Distributed Learning Environment (CANDLE)
project [31] is designed to address cancer research problems at
different biological scales. As part of the project researchers
are developing and training models to study problems at
the molecular, cellular, and population scales. To train these
models, CANDLE leverages leadership scale computing resources at Argonne National Laboratory to rapidly perform
hyperparameter optimization.
DLHub provides a method for the models developed in
CANDLE to be securely published and served. For example,
DLHub currently serves deep learning models and benchmarks that use cellular data to predict drug responses based
on molecular features of tumor cells and drug descriptors.
However, these models are still under development and require additional scrutiny from trusted collaborators before
being made publicly available. DLHub provides an ideal
mechanism to share these models with a selected group of

Figure 5: Using DLHub for prediction of bulk and shear moduli. Data are sent as inputs to five distinct models to evaluate
and compare their performance.

users. Using DLHub’s fine grain access control model, researchers can easily restrict access to a set of defined users
and incrementally expose models to new group over times.
Furthermore, when appropriate, users can make these models publicly accessible. DLHub’s authorization model means
that not only is model access restricted, but discovery is also
restricted to the same, or different, levels of use.

4.4

TomoGAN

Recent work by Liu et al. [23] demonstrated a generative
deep learning model, TomoGAN, that drastically improves
3D tomographs by reducing noise and eliminating artifacts.
The key advantage of TomoGAN is that it allows for quality
tomographs with only 1/16th of the normal X-ray dosage,
either by imaging using fewer 2D projections of an object
or with shorter exposure times. Improving the quality of
reconstructions with TomoGAN makes it possible to study
samples with fast dynamics or that are sensitive to X-ray
damage. DLHub makes it possible to bring this capability to
the general X-ray science community by hosting TomoGAN
as a web service.
The TomoGAN model was created using TensorFlow,
which means it only requires minor alterations to make it
servable. DLHub reads the same SavedModel directory as
TensorFlow Serving [25] and automatically generates a publishable model description from the files in that directory. As
illustrated in Figure 6, users can send images to DLHub via
HTTPS which will return a denoised image in less than a
few minutes processing. By offloading the TomoGAN we can,
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in the future, reduce the processing time by, for example,
automatically parallelizing the evaluation of each frame or
optimizing batch size — all without changing the user interface. In this way, DLHub will simplify deploying TomoGAN
as a seamless part of X-ray tomography experiments.

Noisy Image
HTTPS
DLHub
+ TomoGAN

HTTPS
Cleaned Image
Figure 6: Using DLHub to use TomoGAN to eliminate noise
from 2D projections.

5

RELATED WORK

Learning systems are defined as a system designed to support
any phase of the ML model lifecycle, be it development [7],
training [1], inference [16], or publication [3], to name a few.
Learning systems are rapidly being developed and evolved to
support the growing heterogeneity and pervasiveness of ML.
Here we describe relevant serving and repository learning
systems and compare their capabilities with DLHub.
Model serving platforms are essential to reliably and rapidly
delivering ML inference on-demand. Various approaches have
been taken to achieve ML serving, from hosted, cloud-based
solutions, such as SageMaker [1], to self-service platforms
such as Clipper [16]. SageMaker is a hosted platform provided
by Amazon designed to aid users in selecting algorithms, developing models, training at scale, and deploying them for
production use. Users can also export models as Docker containers for local use. Clipper on the other hand is a self-service
platform, where users deploy it on their own infrastructure.
Clipper is focused on low-latency invocation and provides
several optimizations to improve serving performance, such as
batching and memoization. However, both of these platforms
rely on dockerized model containers to encapsulate model
requirements, making them unsuitable for deployment on
many HPC platforms. TensorFlow Serving [26] is arguably
the most prominent inference platform. Using gRPC and
REST APIs, TensorFlow Serving provides a high performance, low-latency solution for concurrently serving many
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ML models. Models are deployed by converting them to TensorFlow Servables. While some built-in transformations are
supported, TensorFlow Serving does not support arbitrary
transformation codes.
Model repositories present another area of learning systems
where providers aim to deliver services for aggregating models
and metadata such that users can discover and use models.
This process is typically achieved by establishing a service
to curate and publish model metadata and artifacts, such
as ModelHub [3] and Kipoi [11], or by communities agreeing
on a standard representation of a model [2]. DLHub aims
to bridge these two areas of learning systems by facilitating
self-publication of models and metadata while also providing
low-latency serving to use the models on-demand.
Describing a model is essential to being able to discover,
compare, and use them. Thus, model description tools are
essential to the creation of model repositories and robustly
deploying models in different platforms. The Open Neural
Network eXchange (ONNX) [4] is one such description tool.
ONNX is an open format for describing deep learning models
that makes it possible to transform models between different
tools (e.g., TensorFlow and Keras). Predictive Model Markup
Language (PMML) [19] is an XML-based model description
language that enables users and applications to exchange
models and programmatically interpret their requirements
and usage. Rather than focusing on describing the architecture and learned parameters of a model, the DLHub schema
describes the purpose of the ML model, how to use it, and
the environment details. In that way, DLHub is closer to a
workflow/interface description language, such as CWL [9] or
Google’s protobuf. The DLHub schema also extends the interface description language by including DataCite-compatible
provenance information to make models discoverable and
useful to scientific research communities.

6

SUMMARY

Model-in-the-loop is a rapidly developing trend with wide
ranging benefits including guiding experimentation, enhancing simulation campaigns, and ultimately reducing costs
associated with research and accelerating discovery. In this
paper we introduced DLHub, a service for publishing scientific machine learning models and enabling their discovery
and use. We briefly described the DLHub architecture and
highlighted the ease by which models can be published and
used via the Python SDK. Finally, we described four use
cases that currently use DLHub and benefit from its ability
to make models discoverable, accessible, and servable. DLHub
is accessible at dlhub.org.
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